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Tononi’s IIT besides	
  five	
  “self-‐evident”	
  axioms,	
  uses	
  at	
  least	
  two	
  assumptions,	
  which	
  are	
  
neither	
  self-‐evident	
  nor	
  necessary.	
  Tononi	
  and	
  Koch	
  (2014)	
  states; ” I am seeing, hearing
feeling something here, inside my own head.” This is actually refuted by data, as sensory
experiences are never localized in the brain/head but in the body or the surroundings.
“Subjective localization of a sensory stimulus in space … still mysterious” Libet (1979).
Arguments for Consciousness outside the head in Francois Tonneau 2004, and in The Spread
Mind, Manzotti 2014.
But what about memory and thoughts e.g. about future? They are not in space outside brain
now, so must be in the brain? No. Physics shows that spacetime is ontologically four
dimensional, that is all that has happened and all that will happen in time exist all at once, but
outside the now. So it is argued that memories and thoughts are located in spacetime outside
the now and thus outside 3D brain and that conscious experiences extend in time as in
space.
Tononi and Koch further states; “Every experience will have associated NCC “ (neural
correlate of consciousness). This is a plausible hypothesis but not self-evident and ought to
be taken as a further axiom A1. It is possible to take an alternative axiom: A2: There are two
sets of conscious experiences: M1, where all Experiences has NCC, and M2, where
Experiences has no NCC and M2 are not empty. As there is no known explanation of how
brain can “produce” experiences it is legitimate to take out-of-body experiences at face value
and as a tentative support for A2.
At first it seems impossible to empirically decide which of A1 or A2 best fits the set of all
experiences, as neither seems possible to falsify.
Near-death-experiences where people see past, present and future events at once can be
interpreted as an experience of the 4D spacetime. When a person also “moves” to different
events of his life, this can be interpreted as existence of an extra time dimension for moving
in 4D and the experience can be interpreted as a 5D experience.
My conjecture is that a 4D experiential structure (brain in 4D spacetime) in no sense can
“create”, “produce”, “emerge” etc. a 5D experiential structure and that this could be possible
to prove mathematically-logically.
Thus existence of ≥5D experiences and a mathematical proof of the conjecture would
constitute a proof that there are experiences not created by 4D brain. Experiences are
supposedly describable as located in 4/6D spacetime, Pilotti TSC 2014.
***
PC. post conference thought perhaps clearing the logic between, brain, correlation,
“producing” and conscious experience:
Logically we have the possibility of two different relations between NCC and conscious experiences = c.e.
and thus two different disjoint subsets of the set of all c.e. =  𝓒. 𝓔. ={ ∀c.e.;c.e.∃ }
M1={ c.e.∈ 𝓒. 𝓔.; c.e. has NCC}
M2={ c.e.∈ 𝓒. 𝓔.; c.e. has no NCC}
(and thus fulfil even the stronger claim not being produced by the brain)
M1⋃𝑀2 = 𝓒. 𝓔. M1⋂𝑀2 = ∅
M3={ c.e.∈ 𝓒. 𝓔.; c.e. has NCC and c.e. yet not produced by the brain} ⊆ M1 is also an interesting subset.
So we can have an alternative axiom A2 to A1. Thus
A1. “Every experience will have associated NCC “. M1={ ∀c.e.;c.e.∃ } and thus M2=∅
A2: “There are experiences without associated NCC”. M1 ≠  { ∀c.e.;c.e.∃ } and M2 ≠ ∅
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As there is no known explanation of how brain can “produce” experiences it is legitimate to take out-of-body
experiences at face value and a tentative support that M3 ≠ ∅  but not necessarily that M2≠ ∅, i.e. an OBE
seemingly can have NCC even if not produced by brain.
At first it seems impossible to empirically decide which of A1 or A2 best fits the set of all experientially verified
experiences, as neither seems possible to falsify. It seems impossible to falsify A2 as it is not possible to proof
non-existence that is to proof M2=∅. As one for almost every non-ordinary experience can say “this was strange
but it must be something in the brain” it is seemingly practically impossible to falsify even A! But perhaps there
is yet a possibility to falsify A1.
Near-death-experiences where people see past, present and future events at once can be interpreted as an
experience of the 4D spacetime. When a person also “moves” to different events of his life, this can be
interpreted as existence of an extra time dimension for moving in 4D and the experience can be interpreted as a
5D experience.
Mathematical conjecture
My conjecture is that a 4D experiential structure (e.g. brain in 4D spacetime) in no sense can “create”,
“produce”, “emerge” etc. a 5D experiential structure and that this could be possible to prove mathematicallylogically. ∀ℳ ⊆ 𝒮 N ={∀(𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, … 𝑥 N )} ∄ ℰ𝒮ℱ; ℰ𝒮ℱ{ℳ}⊄ 𝒮 N The crucial point yet to develop is a rigours
characterisation of   ℰ𝒮ℱ experientialstructure function which intuitively is expressing possible transformations
om experiential structures ℳ.
Thus existence of ≥5D experiences and a mathematical proof of the conjecture would constitute a proof that
there are experiences not created by 4D brain that is M2≠ ∅. Experiences are supposedly describable as located
in 4/6D spacetime.
..
A heuristically or pictorial support for the conjecture seems to be the intuitive truth that
In Flatland out of a flat hat a flat-magician can conjecture a flat cat but not even by ordinary magic a three
dimensional cat. It intuitively seems to me that the space must already exists as three-dimensional for a 3D cat to
be conjectured out of the hat. Or another picture: from two flat dolls you cant get a 3D baby.
If this intuition is possible to transform to rigorous proof of the conjecture is still to see.
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Conscious Spacetime
Beyond brain network
“There is nothing that we know
more intimately than conscious experience but
there is nothing that is harder to explain” (1).

Spacetime is ontologically four dimensional
Physics shows that all that has
happened and all that will happen
in time exist all at once, but
outside the now. So it is argued
that memories and thoughts are
located in spacetime outside the
now and thus outside 3D brain and
that conscious experiences extend
in time as in space.

What can a brain really do?
“ No one has produced any
plausible explanation as
to how the experience
of the redness of red could
arise from the action of
the brain”(2)

Correlations are no explanations
Need for a theory
Must start from consciousness
Integration Information Theory
Tononi (3)
5 axioms about consciousness
Existence: that my experience exists is the only fact I can be

Implicit assumption 2
“Every experience will have associated NCC “ (3)
(neural correlate of consciousness).
Plausible hypothesis but not self-evident ought to be taken as a
further axiom A1.
Possible alternative axiom:
A2:Two subsets of CE= {all conscious experiences (ce) }
M1={ ce
; (ce has NCC)} and
M2= {ce
; (ce has no NCC)}and M2 ≠

absolutely sure of

Composition Consciousness structured composed of many

A1 or A2 ”seems” not possible to falsify then undecidable

phenomenological distinctions as red triangle to the left

Information Consciousness is differentiated

But perhaps possible to prove A2?

each experience is the specific way it is

Integration
Exclusion

Heuristical

Consciousness is unified each experience is
irreducible to non-interdependent components

From a flat hat by magic can have a flat cat
But not a three dimensional cat

Consciousness is singular in content and
spatio-temporal grain

Mathematical Conjecture

From these 5 axioms Tononi proposes 5 postulates about physical
systems to account for experience in
mathematical information theoretical language .

Implicit assumption 1
” I am seeing, hearing feeling something here,
inside my own head.”(3)

A N-dimensional experiential structure can
in no sense “create”, “produce”, “emerge”
a (N+1) dimensional experiential structure
and that this is possible to prove
mathematically-logically-topologically.

Where are our sensory experiences?

Near-death-experience:
“Total awareness, I could see everything at the same time and
it was not limited by distance and not limited by time
either ... felt as if everything was happening at once. Past,
present and future, it all felt like it was happening
simultaneously”. (11)

• Where is this poster located?
I think you agree that the poster is somewhere in front of your eyes and head

.

• Where is your visual experience of the poster located?
If you say “in my brain or in my eyes”, how can you see the poster
out there in front of your head ?
• Learnt “projection” with survival value (Georg von Békésy (4)).

This can be interpreted as a direct experience of 4D spacetime
No known explanation of how brain can “produce” experiences. So
is legitimate to take out-of-body experiences at face value and as
a tentative support for A2.

But how learnt?
• “Subjective localization of a sensory stimulus in space…still
mysterious… ” (Benjamin Libet (5))

If one also can “move” to different events of ones life
(12), this can be interpreted as existence of an extra
time dimension for moving in 4D and the experience
can be interpreted as a 5D experience.

Not any sensory experience localised in my brain,
and I doubt that any one else has.
Sensory experiences localised outside my brain, in the body
or in the space around. Touch in the body. Taste in the mouth.
Smell in the nose. Sight and hearing is out there in the space around
the body. Hearing also in time.

Conclusion
Existence of ≥5D experiences and a mathematical
proof of the conjecture would constitute a proof that
there are experiences not created by 4D brain.
Experiences are supposedly describable as located in
six dimensional spacetime, three space- and three
time-dimensions for which there are mathematical
and physical reason. (see reference list)

I claim implicit assumption 1 refuted by data:
Sensory experiences outside the brain
This is also well argued for by Tonneau Consciousness outside the
head (6) and Manzotti The spread mind (7)

But where are our mental images?
Thoughts (going to bed tonight), memories (breakfast this morning) and mental
images (pink elephant)
are not events in the 3D space outside the brain NOW.
Must be in the brain?
No consensus among scientists/philosophers about
localization of thoughts/ the mental:
• in brain because thoughts are brain processes (8).
But begs the question.
• where you are, but meaningless to locate the thought
to some part of the body. (9)
• not possible to locate, seemingly, thought, the mental,
in (3D) space at all. (10)
• in temporally extended environment outside the brain
(neorealism (6)
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